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Interfaces vs Learning process



Surface adapts to you,         
not the other way around
Need to make some last-minute changes to a 
project? It’s easy. Just fold out the Type Cover and 
integrated Kickstand and make your updates using 
the full version of Office.

Type Cover sold separately.

8:00 A.M.



One device that moves with 
you throughout the day
When a student asks a tough, impromptu question 
just before class, answer it with a quick demo 
video. Then send your student a follow-up mail 
with a link to supporting research—and start your 
class on time, too.

10:00 A.M.



Teach to your potential 
Because Surface connects easily to Surface Hub or 
lecture hall projectors, your teaching will hit home 
whether you’re speaking to hundreds, or sketching 
a concept one-on-one.

2:00 P.M.



Works as hard as you do 
With Surface and Surface Pen, students can take 
notes on the fly and turn scribbles into searchable 
text. That way your teaching can take root and grow. 

Surface Pen sold separately with Surface 3.

6:00 P.M.



Surface has made it a lot easier being a 
remote student because I’ve been able 
to collaborate closely with all of my 
colleagues, especially using OneNote.”

Melissa DeCapua
Nursing student
Seattle

We see the role of technology as a 
driver of change in the way students 
learn and the way teachers teach. 
The Surface allows people to work in 
the way they think, using touch and Pen 
to enable a fluidity not allowed through 
a keyboard alone.”

Barney Glover
Vice-Chancellor Professor
Western Sydney University 

How Surface is making an impact in higher education 

Surface is something that ... in a 
vocational technology course is 
a huge advantage. It’s just as good 
as if [students] were on a desktop.” 

Vincente Fraser 
CIO
St Patrick’s College, London



Cortana is available in select global markets at launch; experience may vary by region and device  



The tablet that can replace your laptop



Intel™ Core “SkyLake” M/i5/i7

Faster processing, yet less heat

Brilliant screen with highest resolution

Up to 16GB RAM



Super light – just 786g

Even thinner than Surface Pro 3 - 8.45 mm

8MP autofocus rear & 5MP front cameras

Improved Dolby  speakers 



Type like a pro
Traditionally-spaced keys for faster typing

Precision mechanism for faster, quieter typing

Thinnest Surface Type Cover 

40% larger trackpad, highest resolution

Fingerprint reader authentication (US only)



Best in class latency, parallax and palm rejection

Click to OneNote

Click & hold for Cortana

Eraser button really erases

1024 levels of pressure



Dock your Surface with one connection

Use your Surface Pro in any position while docked

2x mini DisplayPort

Gigabit Ethernet 

4 USB 3.0 ports

3.5mm audio

Compatible with Surface Pro 3 and Surface Pro 4

Sold separately



The ultimate laptop



Battery life measured in video playback.





Cortana is available in select global markets at launch; experience may vary by region and device; 



Surface Book
Perfect for those who want the ultimate laptop 
with discrete graphics.
Beats laptops because: it works in clipboard 
mode, works with touch and pen, and integrates 
Windows Hello and Cortana.

Surface Pro 4
Perfect for those who want a larger 12.3” 
screen and extra processing power.
Beats notebooks because: it’s thinner, 
lighter, and more versatile, with instant 
on and touch and pen functionality.

The most productive devices on the planet
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